Across
3. These type of therapies work by reducing expressed emotion in the family setting
7. These are part of a psychological therapy and are given to schizophrenics as a reward for desirable behaviour

Down
1. Unreal perceptions that relate to sensory disturbances
2. This gender are more likely to be diagnosed with schizophrenia
4. This typical anti-psychotic is also effective at treating the symptoms of depression that many schizophrenics
9. Token economies in particular involve these type of issues
12. A collection of behaviours that relate to a general absence of motivation
14. Schizophrenics are poorer at this cognitive test suggesting that they are experiencing problems with central control of thought processing
15. This relates to a selection of characteristics that a mother is said to have that could cause schizophrenia
16. The absence of this type of group makes it very difficult to draw accurate conclusions about the effectiveness of psychological therapies
18. _______ dyskinesia is an unpleasant side effect of anti-psychotic medication
19. This is another word for vulnerability to schizophrenia
20. This factor could affect paternal sperm cells and cause schizophrenia
21. An issue that relates to how accurate psychiatrists are when diagnosing schizophrenia
24. This is when a patient has more than one mental illness at any one time

experience as well as schizophrenia
5. Activity in this area of the brain is a neural correlate for the negative symptoms of schizophrenia
6. Emotional over-involvement, criticism and this characteristic are all qualities of families high in expressed emotion
8. This relates to your ability to reflect on your own behaviour and is seen as a dysfunctional thought process that could contribute to schizophrenia
10. Bizarre irrational beliefs that can be grandiose in nature
13. An issue that relates to the consistency of psychiatrists when diagnosing the same case of schizophrenia
17. Symptom_________ is where one mental illness (e.g. depression) has the same clinical characteristics as another disorder (e.g. schizophrenia)
20. This psychologist did a family study and found that the stronger the degree of genetic relatedness with a sufferer of schizophrenia, the greater the likelihood someone would get the disorder themselves
22. These types of treatments are more popular when it comes to treating schizophrenia using an interactionist approach